A PALESTINIAN STATE, KATYUSHA RANGE
AND STRATEGIC ENFORCEMENT

Editorial

Sources in the American Congress indicate that the
Palestinian Authority has signed a military agreement with Syria for the training of terrorists and the
supply of arms. According to sources in Israel itself,
large quantities of arms and explosives, including
anti-tank and anti-aircraft shoulder-missiles are
being smuggled into the Palestinian Authority
territory from Egypt and Jordan. It is most probable
that the example of the campaign of attrition as
practiced on Israel's Lebanese border will be
transferred to the Palestinian Authority's areas. It
is expected, too, that immediately upon achieving
Palestinian statehood, military pacts will be signed
with the Arab League countries, foremost among
them Syria, Iraq and Egypt.
The campaign of attrition in the north is being
accomplished by Syria through an agent: the
Hizbullah and the ten rejectionist front groups from
their headquarters in Damascus. The Hizbullah, the
long arm of Iran, is certainly funded by Teheran but
operationally speaking, it is an extension of the
Syrian army. Israel knows this well, but due to a fear
of halting the ``peace process'', the government and
media prefer to hide from the public this basic
information and to blame the Lebanese regime. But
this is a sorry excuse, for Lebanon itself is occupied
Syrian territory.
This model of a war of attrition, via an agent, is
expected to take place when the one pulling the
strings is Egypt and the one carrying out the
instructions is the Palestinian state.
The Palestinian state, that will merit the
strategic defense posture of many key Arab coun-

tries, will view itself as unencumbered and will
attack Israel in low-intensity warfare. This will
happen first through robbery and theft along the
``seam'' of the border populated by Arabs and then
by the controlled launching of Katyusha missiles
against population concentrations in Tel Aviv.
Israel will respond, but it is uncertain that its
reaction will be more intensive than its present
actions in the north. This is due to the fear of
escalation as the Palestinian state will enjoy
strategic defense from key Arab states.
The coastal plain, spread out as if on the palm of
one's hand, at the foot of the Samarian Hills, is the
fulfillment of a sharpshooter's dream. In this
situation, even a primitive weapon based on World
War II technology, such as the multi-headed rocket
launcher of the BM-21 type, known as the Katyusha,
becomes a deadly instrument.
The range of a Katyusha is 20.4 kilometers. In
the absurd conditions that will evolve with the
pullback to the Green Line borders, the Katyusha
becomes a strategic weapon. For indeed, its
effective range covers a major portion of the
strategic targets of the crippled Israel after it is
castrated and forced into the 1967 boundaries.
As noted above, the launching of Katyusha
missiles will be tightly controlled to avoid providing
Israel with an excuse to react in a manner that will
become a war, at a time when the Arabs are
unprepared. The main effect of the firing of
Katyushas, similar to what is happening in the
north, will be to cause attrition in the civilian rear by
sowing fear and apprehension.
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A salvo of 40 barrels from the back of one
Katyusha launch vehicle is equal to 4 Iraqi ElHussein missiles, similar to those which spread
shock in the Dan region during the 1991 Gulf War.
This is even without mentioning the possibility of
arming the Katyusha heads with cyanide gas. Egypt
is the largest producer of the Katyusha (called the
Sakar-30) in the Arab world and it is reasonable to
presume that immediately upon the establishment
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of the Palestinian state, the regular supply of this
weapon will begin for the Arafat army.
However, even without the firing of but one
missile, the very acknowledgment of the threat will
obtain the desired effect: the strategic enforcement
for the need to achieve tactical goals such as
autonomy for Galilee Arabs, canceling the Law of
Return or constructing an Egyptian corridor through
the Negev.

